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Innovations in Internetworking (Artech House Telecommunication Library)Artech House Publishers, 1988

	Choosing the proper boundaries between functions is perhaps the primary activity of the

	computer system designer. Design principles that provide guidance in this choice of function

	placement are among the most important tools of a system designer. This paper discusses one

	class of function placement argument that has been used for...
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Wildlife between Empire and Nation in Twentieth-Century Africa (African Histories and Modernities)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book traces the emergence of wildlife policy in colonial eastern and central Africa over the course of a century. Spanning from imperial conquest through the consolidation of colonial rule, the rise of nationalism, and the emergence of neocolonial and neoliberal institutions, this book shows how these fundamental themes of the twentieth...
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Scala in DepthManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		In fall 2010 Michael Stephens from Manning contacted me about writing a Scala Book.
	
		I was working for a small virtualization/security startup where I had been learning
	
		Scala and applying it to our codebase. During that first conversation Michael and I discussed
	
		the Scala ecosystem and what kind of a book would best...
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Discourse Ontology: Body and the Construction of a World, from Heidegger through Lacan (The Palgrave Lacan Series)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book explores the themes within, and limits of, a dialogue between Martin Heidegger’s philosophy of being and Jacques Lacan’s post-Freudian metapsychology. It argues that a conceptual bridging between the two is possible, and lays the foundations of that bridge, starting with Heidegger and proceeding through the work of...
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Emerging States and Economies: Their Origins, Drivers, and Challenges Ahead (Emerging-Economy State and International Policy Studies)Springer, 2018

	
		This open access book asks why and how some of the developing countries have “emerged” under a set of similar global conditions, what led individual countries to choose the particular paths that led to their “emergence,” and what challenges confront them. If we are to...
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Looking Through Philosophy in Black: Memoirs (Global Critical Caribbean Thought)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2018

	This autobiography is a series of interrelated true-life events and decisions taken by a black philosopher that highlight the human drama unfolding in the inferno of the South African apartheid system. Mabogo More details what it means to be a black philosopher in an anti-black apartheid academic world. More’s life story...
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Programming Jakarta Struts, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Over the last few years, web development has turned a very important  corner. Gone are the days when Java™ developers  wrestled with a single JSP that contained presentation logic,  database access via SQL, and navigational intelligence. Java web  developers have learned from their mistakes, paid the price in  debugging and...
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Life Cycle of Clusters in Designing Smart Specialization Policies (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	This book investigates cluster-life-cycle (CLC) analysis to inform the entrepreneurial discovery process (EDP), in order to support the effectiveness of the smart specialization strategy (S3). It focuses on the evolutionary analysis of clusters’ development stages (emergence, development, maturity, decline/transformation), highlighting how...
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A Simple Guide to Flash XPrentice Hall, 2002
Since the emergence of the World Wide Web less than a decade ago, graphic artists have demanded more and more from their software whilst also requiring fast download times for their finished masterpieces. In the past few years, Macromedia® Flash™ has become the de facto standard Web design tool for creating interactive animated...
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Optical Microresonators: Theory, Fabrication, and Applications (Springer Series in Optical Sciences)Springer, 2007
Optical Micro-Resonators are an exciting new field of research that has gained prominence in the past few years due to the emergence of new fabrication technologies. This book is the first detailed text on the theory, fabrication, and applications of optical micro-resonators, and will be found useful by both graduate students and researchers in the...
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Rudolph's PediatricsMcGraw-Hill, 2002


	
		The 21st edition of Rudolph's Pediatrics continues a tradition of evolving and adapting to changes in pediatric medicine. Originally published in 1897 as Diseases of Infancy and Childhood,...
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Advances in Web-based Education: Personalized Learning EnvironmentsInformation Science Publishing, 2005
Advances in technology are increasingly impacting the way in which curriculum is delivered and assessed. The emergence of the Internet has offered learners a new instructional delivery system that connects them with educational resources. Advances in Web-Based Education: Personalized Learning Environments covers a wide range of factors that...
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